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o, hum… back to the 
normal routine with viv-
id memories of the 2011 
SPAH convention at Vir-

ginia Beach. Likely not so “ho hum” 
for those who live there. Just think 
of these momentous events: a SPAH 
convention that was so good and so 
well attended that it may have set 
records... an earthquake that rocked 
the city and then came Irene… How 
much can this little city of Virginia 
Beach stand? By all accounts, a lot 
and they are moving on.  

This year, we had over 400 reg-
istrants at the convention. That 
does not account for those who 
spurchased just day or event pass-
es. Roger, Nancy, Dave and Rudy 
worked feverishly at the registration 
desk while the printer kept spitting 
out badges.  

Then there was Tom McCraig and 
crew who really dug in to host us. 
Also, the Holiday Inn staff was ex-
cellent: worked hard, cooperated are 
responded to our needs immediately.

Entertainment? Well... fantastic! 
From the youngsters who really put 
on a show to pros who performed 
and socialized with all of us. Semi-
nars abounded through the able 
guidance of Manfred Wewers and 
this was only his first year of semi-
nar management. 

The jazz jam was outstanding 
as was the open mic. Having them 
both in conspicuous places really 
enhanced them.

The Pete Pedersen Lifetime 
Achievement Award went to Al 
Smith. Well deserved for his dedi-
cation & achievements. The Ber-
nie Bray Award went to Brendan 

President’s 
Letter

H

BACK FROM  
THE BEACH

Power. The Award of Special Merit 
went to Michael Polesky who has 
been so instrumental in keeping the 
harmonica community together. A 
special “President’s Award” was 
given to Paul Metris who has been 
a SPAH member since the beginning 
and served as master-at-arms for 
many years.

The vendors put on quite an ex-
hibition and all were in one location 
again. This works so well for all. 

Once again our corporate spon-
sors were there to support all of us. 
We are so thankful for their contri-
butions.

How about the finding and pre-
sentation to Hohner of the chord Al 
Fiore used for “Peg O’ My Heart”? 
Even a copy of the original 78 re-
cord. They certainly deserve a place 
of honor and Hohner will preserve 
them in their museum for future 
generations.

I can go on and on, but look 
further in this issue of Harmonica 
Happenings and you will see what 
went on.

Preparation for the 2012 SPAH 
convention is well under way. Ho-
tel contracts have been signed and 
the H.O.O.T. is getting ready to 
put their muscle into making this 
a real spectacle. Irving, Texas (very 
close to the Dallas/Ft. Worth Air-
port) is the location for 2012 and if 
you know the H.O.O.T., stand by! 
Dates are: August 14 – August 18, 
2012. Mark your calendar—Char-
lie Musselwhite has!

As I close, thank you all for the 
great event, especially the SPAH 
Staff and the Holiday Inn who 
working so hard for our pleasure. jq
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What is SPAH?
SPAH is an organization whose objective is to preserve and respect the colorful past of the harmonica, 
while advancing its acceptance, in all its many forms, as a bona fide musical instrument. Among the mem-
bership are individuals and entire families, accomplished musicians as well as beginners, and people of 
all ages. Many members have played or do play the harmonica professionally. Their music styles, ranging 
through Country, Blues, Popular, and Classical, can be enjoyed via recordings or live performances.

The many benefits of SPAH will be available to you as a member. You are welcome to join SPAH regardless 
of playing ability or style. SPAH also welcomes members who just like to listen to harmonica music. You 
will be joining people from around the world to preserve and advance the harmonica. For more information 
on SPAH visit our website at www.spah.org.

Join SPAH - The Society for the Preservation and Advancement of the Harmonica

What SPAH does:

* Sponsors an annual International Harmonica Convention featuring classes, entertainment by  
professional harmonica players, and camaraderie. 

* Distributes information on harmonicas and harmonica playing
* Recognizes and honors those who preserve and advance the harmonica
* Encourages the formation of local harmonica clubs
* Supports groups organizing harmonica conventions
* Maintains a website at www.spah.org
* Sponsors an online harmonica discussion group and an online harmonica club news service

Member benefits: 
* Subscription to Harmonica Happenings, our quarterly magazine with harmonica news from around 

the world including seminar and convention listings, articles on playing techniques, repairs,  
harmonica clubs and famous harmonica players and groups, and information on recently released   
recordings and harmonica products.

* Discounts on SPAH’s annual International Harmonica Convention

NEW MEMBER SPAH APPLICATION

NAME ______________________________________________________________________ BIRTH DATE ___________________

ADDRESS __________________________________________________________ PHONE (______)_________________________

CITY ___________________________ STATE____________ ZIP ______________ E-MAIL _______________________________

COUNTRY (if other than USA) _____________________________

CLUB NAME  ________________________________________________ CITY _________________________________ ST _____

I Play These Harmonicas:                                                Other Harmonica-Related Activities:
 Diatonic      Chromatic     Chord                   Compose       Arrange
 Bass             Other: ______________                    Teach             Collect Harmonicas

Enclose $45 for individual membership or $60 for Family. U.S. funds only, made payable to SPAH, Inc.
Mail to: Membership Director, SPAH, Inc., P.O. Box 865, Troy, MI 48099-0865
If you prefer, you can fill out the membership form and pay your membership fee using a credit card by  
logging onto the SPAH website: www.spah.org.
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his year’s SPAH was my 
fourth convention, yet in 
many ways I’m still just 
learning what SPAH—

not just the convention, but the en-
tire organization—is all about.  

I’ve read (and probably written) 
many times in these pages about 
how we are all a family, and how 
the true nature of SPAH is not about 
the playing of harmonicas, but the 
camarederie of its members. This 
year’s convention really proved that 
to me, changing my perception of 
SPAH forever in the process.

You’ll read a great deal in these 
pages about the incredible musicians 
and entertainers at this year’s con-
vention, and not just the headliners 
either. We all seem to have that one 
previously-unknown attendee each 
year who blows our socks off and 
leaves us heading home wishing for 
more (for me it was Andrew Alli of 
Richmond, VA, who pulled off a 
powerful rendition of “Nine Below 
Zero” at the Youth Showcase). And 
you will also see, though perhaps 
not be as quick to recognize, each 
of us describe how elated we are to 
run into friends we haven’t seen in 
a year or two, or meet new friends 
we’re unlikely to see again for the 
same span of time. 

I think it’s possible many readers 
take that kind of thing for granted. 
I know I did. But this year I’m al-
most proud to say I missed some of 
the astounding entertainment and 
once-in-a-lifetime seminar opportu-
nities, because I missed every one of 
those to spend time with and get to 
know some amazing people.

And I am not alone. Since the 
convention I’ve spoken to many 

people whose experience mirrored 
my own, who felt that this year’s 
SPAH was somehow more about 
depth than breadth, who walked 
away with new friends and a stron-
ger bond to old friends.

Myself, I got a little closer to my 
brother-in-arms—mi compay—Bob 
Cohen. I got to see a different side 
of Jay Gaunt, who floored everyone 
that heard him dedicate “Summer-
time” to the late Chris Michalek, 
(who—along with several others 
that could not be there—cast a long 
shadow at this year’s convention). 
I shared a much-needed drink with 
the genuine and passionate Ronnie 
Shellist. I got to bask in the excite-
ment of Dr. Saïs Kamalidiin, who 
was at his first SPAH, grinning his 
way up and down the halls like a 
big kid in a very unique candy store. 
I took in the wise and witty coun-
sel of the harmonica world’s own 
Santa Claus, Buzz Krantz. I man-
aged to score a sit-down with Adam 
Gussow, one of my personal har-
monica heroes. And I spent a good 
many hours drinking and chatting 
with a host of other wonderful 
people, whose names would be too 
many to list. Lastly, SPAH could not 
have been the same, this year or any 
other, without the inimitable War-
ren Bachman. The man is a walk-
ing light, a big heart on legs, and I 
smiled every time I saw him there.

I will never again think of SPAH 
as just a place to go to see and hear 
the greats. I will know better. SPAH 
is a place to go to get to know the 
greats, both the knowns and the un-
knowns. And next year when I go 
back to SPAH, I’ll be going to see 
my friends. jq

Editor’s 
Letter

T
FAMILY REUNION

Corrections:

In the Summer  
issue, page 1, the cover 
photo was incorrectly 
captioned. The photo is 
“Beat Generation” by 
Matthew Heptinstall.
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ugust 9th in Virginia Beach can be expected to 
be hot as hell. The airport had AC, but the 
wait for the hotel bus was outside in direct 
sunlight that exposed us to the true heat 

level for about eight minutes and that was murder. 
The bus, thankfully, had AC and that was nice. When 
we entered into the Holiday Inn lobby—oh my—it 
was a different world. It was like the chill of late fall. 
For the next five days, I never for an instant left the in-
terior of the hotel. Most everyone started out in shorts 
and lightweight shirts and blouses but as the days 
passed, long pants and jackets became the attire for 
many of us. The hotel AC seemed to get chillier day 
by day but that was ok with all of us. Why? Because 
we were all having the time of our lives. Tom McCraig 
and his great Cardinal State Harmonica Club had, 
for the next five days, set up harmonica heaven for 
SPAH 2011 and its members and guests. Tom and the 
CSHC, we can’t thank you enough.

For you members that attend SPAH conventions, 
you know that Tuesday’s arrival day is for reuniting 
with old friends and playing with anyone that is ready 
to quick draw their harmonicas into action. There is 
never a second from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. and beyond 
that is open for even a breath of boredom or rest. You 
are lucky if you take time out to eat without the guilt 
of missing something important to hear or learn.

The hotel was grand and the staff couldn’t have 
been more gracious to this of-out-of-control mob’s 
perpetual harmonica playing in every inch of their 
facility. For many of the harmonica players, inexperi-
enced or experienced, they hoped to have their open 
mic sessions placed prominently in an open-to-audi-
ence section of the hotel’s area. This hotel’s lobby atri-
um was prime for that. Among the harmonica players 
that roamed the halls over the five days of SPAH were 
some of the most notable harmonica players in the 

SPAH 2011
THrougH My  
EyES & EArS

By Charles Spranklin

A
harmonica world, ready to graciously rub elbows with 
all that may have questions or just want to talk about 
harmonicas. Most of you long-time SPAH members 
are familiar with, or are already old friends with many 
of these stars. For the newer SPAH attendees, if you 
would just step up and say hello, for sure, by Saturday 
night; they would be your friends as well. Just smile 
and say howdy to: Stan Harper, Tom Stryker, Jimi Lee, 
Robert Bonfiglio, Dennis Gruenling, Chris Bauer, Joe 
Filisko, Steve Guyger, Slideman Slim Heilpern, PT Ga-
zell, Phil Duncan, Winslow Yerxa, Smokin’ Joe Leone, 
Buzz Krantz, Buddy Greene, Enrico Granafei, Paul 
Davies, Todd Parrot, the fabulous Harmonicamento 
quartet, T.J. Klay, Ronnie Shellist, Pete Blasberg, Zoe 
Savage, Adam Gussow, Bud Boblink, Ron Kalina, Jay 
Gaunt, Richard Sleigh, Ingo Andersen, Peter Madcat 
Ruth, Sam Friedman, Marv Monroe, Pat Bergeson, 
Brandon O. Bailey, Chris DePino, Jimmy Gordon and 
Me. If I have forgotten any of you top guns, please, 
please forgive me. I have a problem even remembering 
my name nowadays. 

The open mic sessions drew a steady line of per-
formers at every session. Beginners, old hatters, 
advanced players and pros were all in line for a shot 
at the mic. Even I got up several times to play. It was 
great fun and the applause from the audience was 
gratifying.

The leader of the open mic sessions and the con-
stantly assembled group of hall players was the 
amazing Marv Monroe. His organization of volunteer 
talent and the setup of playback equipment for any 
player that goes to the open mic were assured to be 
top drawer. If a player needed additional instrumen-
talists to play with, Marv called the right chord and 
bass players from the audience to accompany the 
performer or he would get up with his guitar and neck 
rack of various harmonicas and turn the volunteer’s 
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charles spranklin 
is a long-time 

contributor to 
harmonica 

happenings.

 you can 
contact him at:  

csprank@aol.com

were for an information desk area that was constantly 
in operation the whole five days and, for the confer-
ence rooms to accommodate all of the daily seminars. 
No problem there. The hotel had all of those rooms 
lined up and labeled for action.

 As for the various stores like Danny G and 
Linette’s NewHarmonica.com store, full of every 
brand of new harmonica inventory you could ask for 

and everything else pertinent to the harmonica world. 
Danny and Lynette’s store is a sure thing at most of 
the harmonica conventions around the USA. Danny 
is a fine chromatic harmonica player. An added bonus 
within Danny’s store is George Miklas’ Harmonica 
Repair Center. If you have an immediate or a long-
term harmonica malfunction, George will fix it then 
and there, even let you watch what he is doing so that 
maybe you can do your own clunker fixin’ the next 
time one occurs. He also accepts custom repair work 
by mail.

 The SPAH Store is where you can find almost 
anything harmonica you ever wanted. Second-life 
Harmonicas of all types on sale for very tempting 
prices and old and brand new albums from almost all 
of the harmonica players you could think of and an 
assortment of harmonica accessories that I’m sure will 
interest you. Gene Hansen is the manager of the store 
aided by Rudy and Doris Michelin. If you don’t see 
what you are looking for, they will point you right to 
it. There are many published “Harmonica How-To” 
instruction books for all harmonica instruments, many 
of them authored by our own Phil Duncan. Without 
doubt, the SPAH Store is the ultimate harmonica 
garage sale.

 The manu-
facturers’ area 
displays were 
just around the 
corner from the 
stores, scattered 
within a huge 
ballroom area 

playing into super applause performances. God bless 
Marv Monroe, there is nothing like him.

SPAH is proud to boast that their conventions offer 
more live education and entertainment presentations 
about harmonica playing than you could possibly ex-
pect to attend in four days. The listing of the seminars 
and the prominent harmonica players that conduct 
them is remarkable. Starting on Wednesday from 9 
a.m. non-stop to usually 5 p.m. 
there are so many sessions sched-
uled they actually overlap each 
other. The next four days offered 
no less than 47 seminars and 12 
hours of personal teaching classes 
on most any specific information 
about chromatics, diatonics, bass, 
and chords and any other har-
monica works that you can think 
of. How to play them, how to improve your play-
ing, special effects like tone, reading music and other 
important bits and pieces of information you should 
know about harmonicas, even repairing them, or who 
to contact to repair them for you. That’s like four days 
of Harmonica College. I have 64 years of harmonica 
playing behind me and I still learned something new 
every day at SPAH.

Who are the teachers for all of this? For example, 
how about the great Stan Harper’s “Play For Stan” 
seminar where he critiques the harmonica playing of 
volunteers of all levels of proficiency who perform 
for him. Stan’s responses range from encouragingly 
positive to constructively informative. Easily, one of 
the most valuable and entertaining seminars you could 
ever attend. 

Then there is the world-famous Joe Filisko and his 
cadre of equally famous diatonic harmonica instruc-
tors that offer daily “teach-in” classes on anything 
you ever wanted to know about diatonic playing and 
effects. 

What more could any diatonic player ask for? Al 
and Judy Smith, a.k.a. the great Harmonica Hotshots 
conducted daily workshops on all there is to know 
about harmonicas, especially chord and bass, group 
harmonica playing and harmonica maintenance. You 
go in to learn, and you come out a more advanced 
harmonica player. Al and Judy have been teaching and 
performing at SPAH conventions for more decades 
than I can remember.

 The hotel supplied us with more than ample space 
for everything the SPAH convention required for all 
of the activities that were scheduled. Our basic needs 

“I have 64 years of playing behind 
me and I still learned  

something new every day at SPAH.”
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big enough to park a commuter jet plane. It was an 
absolute wonderland of the top harmonica and acces-
sories distributors in the world. There were Hohner, 
Suzuki, and C.A. Seydel booths, all manufacturers of 
quality harmonicas in all categories of performance. 
All of the other vendors that filled the area had repre-
sentatives to demonstrate their products and answer 
questions. You could browse for hours and still come 
back the next day for more. As a break for the shop-
pers everyday, the great Jimi Lee steps right up to the 
middle of the vendors booths and conducts a circle 
jam of harmonica playing customers who want to play 
just like Jimi. That’s a tall order but they all enjoy the 
setting that Jimi offers them to play their harmonicas 
with him. Jimi, as usual, gives them all he’s got.

Every afternoon, the top guns of harmonica playing 
offered different kinds of seminars that were mainly 
performance with a taste of questions for the experts. 
Wednesday featured the Blues Harmonica Showcase 
with Dennis Gruenling, Steve Guyger, Ronnie Shellist 
and Buzz Krantz answering questions and playing for 
the crowd. Great stuff!

 Starting with Wednesday and every afternoon and 
evening thereafter, there was a solid block of harmoni-
ca entertainment on stage in the ballroom attended by 
every SPAH member and guest that could still walk. 
The evening ballroom shows were scheduled from 
7 p.m. to about 11 p.m. Bringing the curtain down 
depended on how much fun we were having.

 Paul Davies had a great idea for the Wednesday 
evening show. He dubbed it the “Harmonica Variety 
Show” and offered a spot on stage for any and all 
players who felt like starting off the week’s evening 
shows with a bang. Paul was the MC for the first half 
and Buzz Krantz filled in as the MC and comic relief 
to close the show. Unfortunately, neither Paul nor I 
had the talent roster available to list here at this writ-
ing, but we do know that the audience had a grand 
time with everyone that performed. Thanks folks. 

Thursday’s early afternoon show offered Brandon 
O. Bailey, Ronnie Shellist, Zoe Savage and Adam Gus-
sow, all playing their hearts out for a packed house. 
Their total talent score is in the trillions.

Thursday’s evening show started with me as the 
MC who was delighted to introduce the world-re-
nowned classical harmonica soloist, Robert Bonfiglio, 
accompanied by concert pianist Christine Niehaus. 
Robert has performed with over 200 major orchestras 
around the world and has released several albums of 
his works. Robert, sans the usual microphone, filled 
the huge ballroom with magnificent classical composi-
tions for which he is internationally acclaimed. The 
audience offered rousing acclaim as well.

Next up was Enrico Granafei with his guitar and 
his famous Vern Smith “Hands Free Chromatic Har-
monica.” I’d speculate that most of the audience had 
never heard the Hands Free Chromatic played, espe-
cially by the master Enrico. His lilting jazz and guitar 
styling along with his great singing voice won great 
appreciation from the audience. He is really an excep-
tional performer.

The magical music continued next with Winslow 
and Tuula, featuring Winslow Yerxa on both diatonic 
and chromatic harmonicas, Tuula Cotter on violin and 
Colin Carter on guitar. This family trio completely 
captivated the audience with a new group sound and 
exceptionally beautiful music. I believe that all of us 
present in this great ballroom will be eager to attend 
their next performance wherever it will be. I’ll be the 
first one in line.

Up to this moment the performances of the last 
three acts left us blissfully melodiously fulfilled. What 
a great feeling. Uh oh, I just noticed what the final act 
is. Did whoever put this show together realize what is 
about to happen? Our wonderful melodious bliss was 
about to be bashed out of all us by the hottest group-
ing of explosive talent possible to put on one stage. 
The next act will blow the roof off the hotel. There 
was no choice; I had to announce them on; “Ladies 
and Gentleman, the one and only Dennis Gruenling 
with Doug Deming and the Jewel Tones, and special 
guest, the fabulous Steve Guyger.” BOOM went the 
first chord followed by the greatest of all Rock bed-
lam. From then on, all scheduling of closing time went 
off the board. Nobody in the whole ballroom would 
let them stop playing. When Steve was announced, the 
communal blood pressure went up 50 more points. 
The guys and the band were amazing. Gruenling and 
Guyger are the royalty of Rock and Blues. We actually 
did survive the evening’s entertainment from musical 
beauty to total pandemonium. Oh, and kudos to the 
person who put this show together.

As usual, Friday from 9 a.m. on was filled with 
excellent seminars like: “Harmonica According to 
Buddy Green,” “Stan Harper’s Band,” “Harmonica 
Improvisation,” “Playing Classically” and many more. 
There was also Tom Stryker’s seminar for chromatic 
and diatonic players offering their experiences of how 
they approach jazz, some playing demonstrations and 
audience questions for the players. The jazzers were 
Chris Bauer, Ron Kalina, Tom Stryker, Pete Blasberg, 
Slim Heilpern, Joe Leone, Harris Simon and Me. It 
was a lively and informative session for sure. As the 
saying goes: put harmonica players on a stage “and 
surely the people will come.”

Friday’s show, starting with another packed house, 
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kept pace with all of the top line entertainment of the 
week. Paul Davies was the MC. Opening the show 
was the “Harmonica Clubs of Virginia Ensemble” that 
roughly accounted for 50 harmonica players filling the 
stage. They put on a great show to start the evening. 
The next performer, the fabulous Pat Bergeson, guitar-
ist, composer and both diatonic and chromatic har-
monica player is one of the most sought after talents 
for almost any important work in the recording and 
entertainment world. Unfortunately, I was called away 
from the show and missed his performance. But the 
word in the halls at break time was that Pat’s perfor-
mance was a colossal hit with the audience. I owe you 
one Pat; I’ll catch you next year in Texas for sure.

As I always say, could there be a SPAH without The 
Harmonica Hotshots, Al & Judy Smith? No way! I 
was still out of the ballroom but I wasn’t worried, Al 
& Judy couldn’t possibly fail to entertain any audi-
ence, any time. I could hear the applause loud and 
clear from where I was. As usual, great stuff kids. Did 
I say kids?

 I missed a few minutes of the great Pete Madcat 
Ruth’s turn but what was left to see and hear was 
more that anyone could ask for. Madcat is unique in 
every way. There isn’t a dull instant when he is on 
stage. The whole world knows him and reveres him as 
the king of the harmonica world and probably be-
yond, and so did this audience. He too was forced into 
overtime, of course. Way into overtime with Madcat is 
perfectly fine with me.

 When the late night hours roll in, Buzz Krantz 
and Joe Filisko host the famous blues circle blast. Joe 
circles a wide loop of seated blues brothers and sisters, 
playing his guitar, allowing each player a chorus or 
two of great blues. The bleachers are always filled 
with blues fans. The session usually starts around 11 
p.m. and usually lets out in the late late AM hours 
when pure pucker exhaustion sets in.

Down the hall there is a matching jam for the 
equally great bluegrass crowd. Great stuff. I apologize 
for not knowing who hosted this group, because I was 
usually up to my third octave in the late night jazz 
jams hosted by the inimitable Smoky Joe Leone. The 
jazz jam’s late evening sessions have always attracted 
large audiences at SPAH fests. A fine backup band 
was brought in for us. The leader was Harris Simon, 
fantastic piano and jazz diatonic player. Ron Kalina, 
also a dual instrumentalist, (piano and chromatic har-
monica) wailed on harmonica and doubled on piano. 
This year’s group of riffers was Joe Leone, Chris 
Bauer, Slim Heilpern, Pete Blasberg, Enrico Granafei, 
P.T.Gazell, Ron Kalina, Ingo Andersen, and a great 
new jazz entry, Sam Friedman, and Me. The Bauer 

and Gazell duets tore the place up. They should go on 
the road.

 And so came Saturday, the last day of this wonder-
ful convention in Virginia Beach. At 8 a.m. there was 
the President’s breakfast and the Ladies breakfast. I 
wasn’t eligible for either of them so I just wandered to 
the lobby to check out the action. The din of harmoni-
cas still filled the atrium. The usual gang was present 
playing or listening to what was to be the last day 
of this wonderful convention. The schedule was still 
filled with seminars and Filisko teach-ins. Strangely, 
the joy in the people of the convention was obvious, 
but behind that their eyes was a submerged feeling of 
disappointment that, suddenly, it’s all almost all over. 
I felt it as well. To perk myself up, I even got up and 
played at the open mic. That felt good but now what 
else is there to do? I looked at the schedule. Oh, the 
Gospel seminar.

 I have never paid much attention to Gospel music. 
No reasons, it’s just not my thing. As a result, I always 
managed a way to miss my good friend Phil Duncan’s 
yearly seminars. Last year, my dear wife went to see 
what it was all about. She raved about it. She was 
especially pleased with how well Phil sang his parts 
of the program. Phil sings?? This year, I made sure to 
catch the Gospel bash if for nothing more than to hear 
Phil sing. This I had to hear. It was held in the big 
ballroom to accommodate an expected large audience. 
Nothing was as I imagined it would be. First off, there 
were four other performers with Phil doubling as the 
MC. There was Jimi Lee and Steve Baker—great, I’m 
a big fan of both of them. The other two members 
were Buddy Green and T.J. Klay. I had not had the 
pleasure of meeting them or hearing them perform in 
the past. Phil kicked off the rounds of the quartet per-
formances. The more they played, from song to song, 
both group and solos, the more all five of them froze 
me to my seat in amazement. Phil sang. I couldn’t 
believe my ears; he is a fine singer as well as a great 
diatonic harmonica player.

To put it briefly, that hour with these four fantastic 
performers delving into solid Gospel music, I be-
lieve, may have changed my musical life. No, I didn’t 
suddenly get religion; I already have that. What did 
overtake me was the range and beauty of the music 
that was performed by these wonderful players. After 
the show, I immediately went up to compliment all of 
them as broadly as I could about what they had just 
done for me. Jimi and Steve already know I love them. 
I made it clear to Buddy that wherever he is playing, 
I will surely wish to be there. I introduced myself to 
T.J. Klay but before I could gush my approval of his 
performance, he said “I’m glad to meet you, I read 
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you articles all the time.” Wow, that sort of threw me 
off of asking him for his autograph. It took about 10 
minutes for us to become future friends. I listen to his 
albums on my I-pod all of the time. These 5 musical 
wonders not only play Gospel music, they write some 
of the most beautiful songs I have ever heard. Bless 
you all brothers, you gave me a heck of a new path 
in music. By the way, Phil does sing really well. How 
about that?

Something else that I never paid much attention 
to and didn’t notice on the Schedule was Phil’s next 
seminar of the day, “Country Music & Beyond.” 
Consequently I missed it. You can bet if I do another 
convention recap for HH next year, I will have a lot to 
say about it, for sure.

 4:30 p.m. came up fast. It’s cocktail party time that 
will lead us, a bit giddier, into the dinner and final 
show. The ballroom was set up perfectly with a great 
stage setup for the show. The dinner that was deliv-
ered to our tables was delicious and eaten on schedule 
so that the ceremonies could start. Stryker and Davies 
handled the MC tasks with humor and charm. 

 Three annual awards were given. These were the 
result of nominations by SPAH members, and by the 
full board of directors:

 Brendan Power won The Bernie Bray Harmonica 
Player of the Year Award. Al Smith won the Pete Ped-
ersen Lifetime Achievement Award. Michael Polesky 
won the SPAH Award of Special Merit. 

An additional award, given on a discretional basis 
by President Stryker, was given to longtime SPAH 
sergeant-at-arms Paul Metris in recognition of his 45 
years of service to SPAH and his fundraising activities 
on behalf of SPAH

All of these winners more than deserved SPAH’s 
recognition for their talent and service.

Our Corporate Sponsors, Hohner, Suzuki, and C.A. 
Seydel Sohnne were present. Hohner reaffirmed their 
Gold sponsorship of SPAH.  Suzuki and Seydel contin-
ued their Silver sponsorship. We thank our sponsors 
for their assistance in helping SPAH bring you the 
very best.

One of the highlights of the presentations was the 
donation of the chord harmonica that Al Fiore played 
on in the original Vitacoustic Recording Company’s 
78 rpm recording of “Peg O’ My Heart” to Hohner 
for their museum in Trossingen, Germany. This gift 
was made possible by Clay Edwards, President of 
Hohner USA.

And know, it was time for the show we all were 
waiting for. Who better than Buddy Green and Jeff 
Taylor to start the show and get us back on the har-
monica track? They were in high gear with fabulous 

music from start to finish; the finish being his famous 
rendition of “The William Tell Overture” as originally 
performed on TV in Carnegie Hall NY, and now on 
You Tube boasting over 2 million hits. Wow, 2 million 
hits! Great show Buddy and Jeff.

Next to the stage was what everybody was wait-
ing for, our harmonica icon, Stan Harper. Applause, 
applause. At age 90, his first line was, “Thank you, 
you should have heard me play when I was alive.” His 
first number was an amazing unaccompanied perfor-
mance of “Fantasy Impromptu.” Only Stan can play 
this classical piece as written. His next piece was an 
exquisite performance of the song “Souvenir,” also 
played unaccompanied as only Stan can. Stan then 
called up the great pianist Ron Kalina to accompany 
him for his final numbers “Smoke Gets In Your Eyes” 
and a jazz version of “I Can’t Give You Anything But 
Love, Baby,” just proving that Stan can play anything. 
As usual, he earned an almost never-ending standing 
ovation of appreciation for a true artist.

The final performance featured Gerhard Muller, 
Brigitte Burgbacher, Kathrin Gass and Birgit Kafer, an 
amazing ensemble of harmonica soloists from Trossin-
gen Germany known worldwide as Harmonicamento. 
They have won countless awards for their perfor-
mances and, as far as I’m concerned, deserved every 
one of them. I have not heard any group harmonica 
playing to equal them. The audience agreed. Har-
monicamento ended SPAH 2011 on a very high note. I 
hope we will see them again. The entire evening was a 
complete success. Amen.

As usual, Saturday night melded into Sunday a.m. 
and roaming the halls to say as many goodbyes as we 
could to all of our old friends and new friends was 
important for us. It’s not a sad ritual but not a joyous 
one either. It just was what it was; so-long time.

We were packed and standing in the lobby at 4 a.m. 
waiting for the hotel bus to take us to the airport. 
We had snuck in an hour of sleep just to keep us on 
our feet till we boarded the 5:45 plane. SPAH 2011 
is over. Sure, we all had a great time for five days but 
now, OK, let us go home. Who we actually are in real 
life is waiting for us in East Lyme, Connecticut.

Again we thank Tom McCraig and the Cardinal 
State Harmonica Club for a wonderful convention. 
We also have to thank President Tom Stryker and VP 
L.J. & Elizabeth Atkins and the entire SPAH Board of 
Directors and Convention Staff (You know who you 
are) for making the great choice of Virginia Beach and 
the Cardinal State Harmonica Club for finally getting 
a SPAH to the East Coast. It was a joy. Now, what’s 
left to think about is our return to Middle America for 
SPAH 2012 in Texas. I’m thinking. jq

If you tune your harmonica reeds to concert pitch you may end up 
sounding flat. The premise seems logical -- blow on a reed, check the 
tuner, and adjust the pitch to A440.  This method, however, may not 
produce A440 results in an actual playing situation.  Several factors 
influence reed pitch and it is important to be aware of them before 
the tuning process begins.

Breath Pressure and Volume
Blowing hard to achieve high volume on a harmonica tends to 
flatten the tone, especially on the lower reeds.  Any change in breath 
pressure (however slightly or unconsciously) while holding a note 
can cause the pitch to fluctuate up or down.  The middle and higher 
end reeds are less affected by high volume playing.

Assess your playing style and decide if you generally blow at soft, 
moderate, or hard pressure.  The pressure you use when actually 
playing is the same pressure to use when tuning.  The closer you are 
to your natural playing style, the more accurate the tuning.

Cold v. Warm Harmonica
Reeds expand when warm and contract when cold.  A cold reed 
is slightly higher pitched than the same reed when warm.  As the 
harmonica warms up, the tone will drop.

As you tune your harmonica, maintain a temperature close to the 
inside of your mouth.  Blow on a reed only long enough to get a 
reading on the tuner.  Repeated blowing when testing the tuning will 
generate heat and lower the pitch.  If you find yourself blowing on 
the same reed repeatedly, skip over it, move to the next reed and 
return to the initial one later when the temperature has normalized.

Reed Surface Deposits
Adding weight to a reed causes the pitch to lower.  Blowing on a 
cold harmonica raises the temperature and condensation develops, 
increasing reed weight.

To prevent condensation, a harmonica should be warmed up prior 
to the start of the tuning process.  Do not spend too much time on 
one reed.  The more you play the same reed, the more moisture will 
accrue and affect pitch.  Move on to another reed and return later.

Airflow
Changes in air movement around the harmonica caused by wind 
savers or cover plates tend to drop the tone.  The shape of your 
mouth and tongue also influences airflow and ultimately alters the 
reed pitch through bending or overblowing.

When tuning, play as straight as possible, avoiding bends or other 
mouth manipulation.  If you remove wind savers and cover plates, 
keep in mind the pitch will lower slightly when the harmonica is 
reassembled.   Hold the cover plates in their normal position when 
testing the tuning. Avoid removing wind savers if possible.

Hohner recommends tuning your harmonica to approximately A442, 
in order to counteract any drop in pitch resulting from volume, 
warming, surface weight and airflow.  This modification eliminates 
the risk of sounding flat and still remains in relative harmonic 
accordance with other instruments at A440.

As always, the Hohner Service Center is available to 
answer any questions you may have. Simply email us at 
harmonica@hohnerusa.com.

Suggestions for future articles can be submitted to the 
Reed Service Center at harmonica@hohnerusa.com. 
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ven though more than 400 people attended 
the 48th anniversary SPAH convention in 
Virginia Beach, Va., the event seemed more 
like a family reunion than a music conven-

tion. That’s because no matter how many times you 
visit, there’s always something new and nothing beats 
making new friends and meeting old friends from 
years past.

I’ve been stocking up (my wife claims I’m collect-
ing) on harmonicas ever since I started acquiring 
a few handfuls from F & R Farrell at the Detroit 
conventions back in the day. There was always some 
new harp that I didn’t have. This year, I added a 
Hohner Thunderbird, the new low-tuned Marine 
Band. Now I have all four MBs in the key of C. This 
I anticipated.

However, another harmonica took me by surprise 
and I just had to have one. Called the “harmoni-
caMD” on the coverplate, the label on the harp comb 
says: Seydel – Schaman. John P. Schaman, M.D., uses 
this 10-hole harp that features four 7th chords (F7, 
C7, G7, D7) in his pulmonary program. The idea is to 
present more chords than the standard diatonic, offer-
ing more variety in the chording patterns to encour-
age the “patients” to play their harmonicas because 
it is so easy to make interesting music. The first five 
holes are separated by a gap, so the comb looks dif-
ferent than the standard ten hole. Originally, he used 
a standard Richter 10-hole for his breathing regimen 
but it is basically limited to two chords. The addi-
tional chords allow the playing of songs in F and G 
that use three chords – I, IV, V triads or 7ths (I7, IV7, 
V7) and minor 7ths. Plus, since this harp has the first 
four holes of a low F harp and a G harp, the standard 
draw bends are readily available. The fifth hole adds 
the flat 7 of the two blow and two draw chords. This 

allows a major triad with a duplicated note or the 
triad with the 7th added.

I’ve been attending SPAH conventions over twenty 
years, and the one thing I’ve noticed is that there has 
been a gradual change from “all chromatic all the 
time” and a tolerance for blues and country harp that 
has grown to embracing the diatonic. Now the problem 
is that there are so many varied diatonic and chromatic 
seminars and workshops that they sometimes overlap 
and it is impossible to attend all the sessions. Too much 
is not too much of a problem here, but perhaps a slight 
shift in scheduling might be in order. I enjoyed Paul 
Davies’ two-harp chordal workshop but it overlapped 
with Adam Gussow’s workshop, so I missed all but the 
last 30 minutes of Adam’s 90-minute session.

Robert Bonfiglio’s seminar on how diatonic players 
can bridge the gap to chromatic was underpopulated. 
This is the kind of session that would help blues play-
ers learn to play more than third-position blues chords 
on the chromatic, once the layout and the mechanics 
are understood. Some diatonic people think that the 
problem with the chromatic is that it doesn’t bend; 
but it does. Just not like the diatonic. The diatonic has 
double reed bends (blow and draw reeds interact to 
cause the bend) while the chrom has single reed bends. 
Every hole on the chromatic has at least a half-step 
blow bend and draw bend because of the windsavers.  
The real contrast between the diatonic and chromatic 
is that bends on the diatonic are flatted (pitch low-
ered) while the chromatic button sharps (raises the 
pitch) each note a half-step. Once this difference is 
understood, learning the chromatic is about as com-
plicated as learning another position on the blues 
harp. (As a compromise, there is always the Richter-
tuned Hohner SlideHarp and Koch Chromatic with 
the blues harp layout and a button to raise the pitch.)

E

CONVENTION CHATTER
Your favorite SPAH 2011 moments.

By Phil Lloyd
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As a veteran Harmonica 101 teacher, I enjoyed 
listening to Phil Duncan discuss his long-time best 
seller, the Mel Bay Deluxe Harmonica Method, which 
I have used since the days when it came with an audio 
tape cassette. Now it comes with a CD and DVD. It’s 
always good to hear an author’s interpretation of his 
book. I’m sure it will make me an improved teacher 
and a better person. 

The Tuesday night invitation jam session at the Jew-
ish Mother club was another high point, part of a new 
tradition started several years ago that fills the formerly 
empty Tuesday evening with a headlining group of 
entertainers. The free chartered bus topped it off. My 
wife and I always take the first bus and arrive in plenty 
of time to dine before the show starts.

The Wednesday night performances are great for 
allowing stage time for those who are not otherwise 
scheduled to perform – giving lots of people a song or 
two instead of just a few people 45-minute sets. Plus, 
the variety is great.

The afternoon showcases are another great added 
attraction. They provide a nice respite from seminars 
and workshops where the audience can just sit back 
and enjoy without worrying about having to learn 
something new or what they thought they knew. 
Grand idea.

The following are comments I collected with per-
mission, mostly from the members of the online news 
group, Harp-L (www.harp-l.com) in the days following 
the convention. 

It was a great convention for Megatone Amps 
By Mike Wesolowski 

We here at MegaTone Amps want to thank everyone 
who bought amps and cabinets and stuff, and to all 
the great harp players who came by to demo our amps. 
The 17-year-old harp phenom, Jay Gaunt, came by and 
blew the doors off the room and right behind him, PT 
Gazell came by and demonstrated how absolutely clean 
and beautiful the same amp (Wezo 45) could sound. It 
was truly a great SPAH for us. 

Also, thanks to Dennis Oellig for sharing the demo 
room with us. We didn’t stay for dinner, but as we were 
leaving I noticed Howard Levy hanging around the 
main lobby. I’m sure the entertainment at dinner was 
awesome. We heard some great stories, a few rumors 
and one disturbingly slanderous allegation from an-
other amp builder who is obviously having “issues,” 
but all in all we had a great time and heard some world 
class players doing what they do. 

Many thanks to all the folks who put together this 
year’s convention.

A plethora of racks for harmonica playing
By Pete Langlois

This one was an amusing combination of “rack 
talk” and the obligatory demonstrations of the 
particular gear. Racks ranged from the around-the-
neck-wire-collar in pretty basic forms, to several 
freestanding devices. For chromatic players, the com-
pletely hands free chromatic harp designed by Vern 
Smith ( http://www.hands-free-chromatic.7p.com/) 
was demonstrated and played. This design eliminates 
the button, and instead the player achieves the sharps 
articulation by pushing up on the mouthpiece, which 
moves up and down (as opposed to side to side) to 
expose another set of reed plated to the player. This 
harp was demonstrated in a neck rack with a number 
of adjustments. One particularly useful comment in-
volved positioning the rack so that the harp player’s 
neck was more upright, however this can interfere 
with singing into a mic, so it promotes some other 
options. 

Jimi Lee said he preferred the bendable wire rack, 
and plays with the harp a few degrees to one side (not 
straight on). He played guitar (and sometime harp) 
in at least six jam sessions during the conference with 
this kind of rig. 

Freestanding racks have the advantage of complete-
ly unrestricted use, but due to issues of leverage and 
pressure from the player, typically require heavier and 
more substantial platforms. 

Peter “Madcat” Ruth demoed his own variation, 
which had a mic stand-based device with variations. 
This particular mic stand had a circular base of some 
metal, which Madcat had affixed to one end of a 
board about 12 x 18 inches in size, effectively increas-
ing the stability of the stand and its resistance to pres-
sure from the player. On the mic end, his Shure 57B 
was augmented with a Whole Foods medicine bottle 
and half of what appeared to be a Hohner Special 20 
harmonica case plastic insert. These were taped to-
gether in a configuration that at first glance appeared 
to be one of those upholstery attachments you see 
with a vacuum cleaner. This rack is gravity fed: just 
drop in your diatonic and play. It worked great and 
allows rapid harp changes. 

I’m sure I’m leaving something out, but that’s one 
bit of experience I can share.
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SPAH is even more fun the second time around
By Elizabeth “Tin Lizzie” Hess

Wow. Just, “Wow.” Oh, okay, some details: This 
was my second year attending SPAH. As the old Scout 
camp song goes, “Make new friends, but keep the 
old... one is silver and the other is gold.” Elizabeth 
(EGS1217) had it right when she said that the best 
part of SPAH is the people. I made some new friends 
at my first SPAH last year, and I made some new 
friends this year, but the very best part of SPAH was 
reuniting with “old” friends from last year. There’s 
just something about that spark of recognition when 
you see someone you haven’t seen in a while, and see 
that same spark of recognition in them. And it hap-
pens tens of times. (Perhaps hundreds of times for 
some—lucky them.) Last year I felt thoroughly and ut-
terly welcomed. This year I felt like I *belonged*, and 
what a wonderful feeling that is. So for anyone who 
was at SPAH for the first time this year, go again! And 
for people who haven’t yet made it to a SPAH conven-
tion, go twice! It’s never too late to start. 

I would like to share two high points and one re-
gret: The first high point was the morning beginners’ 
blues jam or “Beginner’s Mind” blues jam, hosted 
by Michael Rubin. I’m kind of a cooked beginner, 
myself, but it’s not so long ago that I was a raw 
beginner, and having a jam where new players are 
explicitly welcome was, in my opinion, a good and 
also a very important thing. I believe the future of 
any organization lies in bringing in new blood, and 
the way you do that is by actively welcoming and 
nurturing new blood. I took advantage of the begin-
ners’ jam to try out new things that I’m not ready to 
debut in the more established jams: I played an XB-
40 that I had gotten my hands on. I tried playing in 
5th position for the first time. I found my threshold 
of risk and dwelled there, for a bit. Michael took a 
few minutes at the beginning of each session to state 
some rules of jam etiquette, and taught a different 
thing each day to give new players some traction on 
how to jam. It’s easy for more experienced players to 
forget what beginners need. Michael remembers, and 
SPAH remembered. 

My regret is that I didn’t attend the youth show-
case. I just didn’t have my head screwed on right at 
that moment. Just as we need to support beginners, we 
need to support young players at every level of ability, 
and some of them are amazing. I hope that SPAH does 
another youth showcase next year. I won’t make the 
same mistake twice. 

My second high point was more personal. I went 
into the Ballroom for Joe Filisko’s Teach-In, thinking 
that I would join David Barrett’s group. David has 

been on my radar for quite some time. There he was, 
promptly at the top of the hour, surrounded by at least 
a dozen people—easily more. And over here on the 
left was Brandon Bailey, surrounded by seven or eight 
chairs and no people (yet). For those who haven’t met 
me, I role-play a respectable middle-aged lady, and I 
really, really do not see myself getting into this whole 
looping, harpboxing thing. But I had heard Brandon 
play the day before and was truly blown away by his 
performance, had heard his NPR interview and was 
blown away by how personable and smart and gentle 
he is in his way of speaking, and decided to take a 
flier. “Who knows? I might learn something I didn’t 
know I wanted to know...” 

Brandon showed me the basic kick drum, snare, 
and high-hat sounds, and a little bit of how he inte-
grates them with the harp. I thought, “Okay, I get it.” 
As so often occurs, the good stuff happens when you 
hang in there. So, I tried doing it. And maybe I got 
a bit of the basic thing. Then a couple more people 
arrived, and Brandon showed them the basic move, 
and they tried it, and I hung in there and tried it some 
more. Then Brandon showed something else, and it 
started to get interesting. People came and went, and 
there was a flow to practicing the basic stuff, trying 
to sort out the next-most-basic thing, and just hav-
ing a truly charming conversation in a relaxed set-
ting when it was just the two of us. I was awed when 
Peter “Madcat” Ruth spoke of his lessons with Big 
Walter Horton. I can see myself in the nursing home 
someday, saying, “I spent an afternoon chatting with 
Brandon Bailey, and...” 

Am I likely to set myself up on a street corner (or 
in a recording studio!) with a looping box? Doubtful. 
But I don’t mind saying that I spent a fair bit of my 
drive home going, “Boomp! CHAK! Boomp, boomp, 
CHAK! Boomp-tsst-tsst-boomp-CHAK!” 

Thank you, members of the SPAH board, Joe Fi-
lisko and friends, corporate sponsors, vendors, mem-
bers of the Virginia Beach harmonica club (clubs?) 
and volunteers for putting on another truly outstand-
ing convention. 

Great time at a first SPAH
By Bobby Blackhat

This was my first SPAH and I had a great time. I live 
in Newport News, Va., so I was only about 45 min 
away from the action. I was asked to MC the Dennis 
Gruenling Harp Jam at the Jewish Mother on Tuesday 
evening. It was a great show played to a full house. 
The workshops and teach-ins were phenomenal. I 
particularly enjoyed the Gospel Harmonica workshop 
with Buddy Greene, Jimi Lee, Steve Baker and others. 

jq
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I also enjoyed meeting and hearing the young up-and-
coming harp players who were in attendance. 

Great time seeing old friends again at SPAH
By Michael Rubin

I enjoyed it immensely. I love seeing all my friends 
and that is the main thing for sure. 

I learned that except during the I chord, it is not 
necessary to play the chord’s root note on the bar’s 
first downbeat while playing bass harp. I also learned 
it is better form not to start a bar with same note 
played at the end of the previous bar. So for example, 
if it goes from a C chord to a G chord in the key of C, 
it is better to play C G, D G than C G, G D. 

Thanks to George Miklas, Judy Smith and the other 
two instructors in Bass x 4. Thanks to George Miklas 
for fixing my bass harp and chromatic. 

Thanks to Slim, Joe, Bob, George, Grant and Sam, 
“the Harp-l Players” who joined me on “Have You 
Met Miss Jones,” I feel like the performance went well 
and was fun. 

Thanks to Todd Parrott for explaining one way he 
sustains overdraws is by nail polish on the reeds close 
to the rivet. I would like to come up with a price of-
flist to soup up a Bb Golden Melody harp for over-
blows, right now in Richter tuning. Also, Todd, it was 
great to get to know you better. 

Thanks to Jellyroll for giving me first refusal on my 
new harmonetta. Apparently, the master harmonetta 
technician souped this one up for Jellyroll and liked 
it so much he tried to buy it from him. Jellyroll didn’t 
sell but over the years realized harmonetta was not for 
him and sold it to me. It is in incredible condition. 

Thanks to PT Gazell for souping up my new Sey-
del half-valved diatonic in Bb. I still do not like the 
sound of the valve bends in general, but I have already 
heard some cool possibilities while jamming with it. 
To anyone who can play overblows, this harp is very 
instinctual for me. 

Thanks to Elizabeth Hess for putting on a great 
metronome seminar and being my friend, of course! 

Thanks to Slim, Charles, Chris, Pat, Will, Tom, 
Diggs and anyone else who jammed jazz while I 
played rhythm on the harmonetta in the halls. It was 
the culmination of a dream. 

Thanks to Buddy Greene for finding 10 minutes 
to instruct me. We weren’t sure what sound he was 
doing that I got excited about. He played until I said, 
“That’s it!” It turned out to be a triplet tongue articu-
lation, I say Ta ke ta, that I had been doing for years 
but never thought about doing it the WAY he did it, as 
an imitation of a fiddle sound during a non-bent note 
in a fiddle tune. 

Thanks to Ronnie for making me jealous of your 
diatonic blues skills. It makes me want to practice. 

 I really liked the performances by Steve Guyger 
and Buddy Greene. Everyone else did wonderfully, but 
they were my favorites. I bought their CDs and have 
listened to some of Buddy’s. Very good. 

Thanks to Paul Messinger for his new CD. 
Thanks to the beginner blues jammers for going for 

it! 
Thanks to my Joe Filisko Teach-in students, most of 

whom stayed with me for three straight days! 
Thanks to the hosts and the board for your hard 

work, and the sponsors for making it possible. Thanks 
to everyone for the jams and talks and friendship. If I 
left anyone out, my apologies. 

This is a reprint of my post to harp-l; it is not in-
tended to be a literary masterpiece.

SPAH provided a wonderful retirement party
By Reach Mann

SPAH was wonderful and after two days of sleep 
I’m feeling recovered. I had the pleasure of presenting 
a seminar on Thursday and Friday called “Sideman 
Hand Percussion and Effects.” SPAH to me was my 
retirement party as I’m not going to play full time any 
longer. The purpose was to share the gimmicks and 
techniques developed after twenty-five years of per-
forming in the hope that some would be incorporated 
into others’ use. With that in mind it was a success be-
cause five or six told me they would use what they saw.

It was great to see old friends and make some new 
ones, can’t go wrong by going to SPAH. Thanks you 
to all that offered their time and energy into making 
SPAH a success.

Lots of great performances by the young and old
By PT Gazell

For those of you who did not attend, you missed: 
Buddy Greene giving a world class performance; Pat 
Bergeson showing us how to play diatonic in a whole 
new way; Sam Friedman rocking the jazz players with 
his amazing chops and theory knowledge; Dennis 
Gruenling just flat killing it; Michael Rubin showing 
just how much practicing pays off on the harmonetta 
and what a helpful teacher he is; Charles Spranklin 
playing ballads like no one else; Pete Blasberg still 
playing great at 89; Jay Gaunt and Brandon Bailey 
who are just two of the new lions of the instrument; 
Chris Bauer playing every song with just the right feel

This is just a fraction of what went on... you should 
attend next year!!!
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Youth show and talent proved incredible
By Paul Davies

The convention this year was great. I’m finally 
getting caught up with sleep and almost back on a 
normal track. Here are some observations from this 
year’s convention: 

The youth show and talent that was milling about 
was incredible.  The show Friday afternoon was 
twenty-five years and down with Brandon Bailey 
hosting. The energy all through the week from these 
players was fun to watch. I think they all stayed in the 
same room.   

The additional instruments of fiddle, bones, ac-
cordion, banjo, mandolin and guitar were a welcome 
sight. The jams were all over the hotel and highly en-
ergized, with Buddy Greene playing in a few.   

The Sat night show will go down in SPAH his-
tory. The Buddy Greene show was tender, hot and 
extremely entertaining. Stan Harper wowed us all 
as usual, with Harmonicamento doing us in. The 
techniques and pieces they played with unbelievable 
harmonies had me in tears.    

I bought a new Schaman harmonica from John 
Schaman. It’s a chord harp that I had spent con-
vention time getting familiar with. Nice chord 
layout. I just finished a YouTube video explaining 
the layout. Check it out http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=x4AZ1JD_458     

I want to thank everyone that made this year’s con-
vention a hit. We attracted a new East Coast clan but 
lost some regulars due to location and economy. Our 
numbers for attendees was about the same as last year 
and with the ways of today’s world we are fortu-
nate. We’re already starting to plan both 2012 and 
2013 and hope they will be just as powerful.   

SPAH was a harmonica love-in
By Emile Damico

The Jimi Lee Jams were a great addition to SPAH 
and I hope they make them a permanent part of 
SPAH. Jimi is a great guitar and rack player. He 
played a variety of jazzy blues, funk and cool tunes 
that were fun to jam on.

The first night for me was full of magic only SPAH 
could produce. Unlike the blues jam it was smaller. 
The roster was: Jelly Roll Johnson, PT Gazell and 
myself to be joined later by Ron Kalina and Erico 
Granafei. There were a few more players whose names 
escape me. Sorry guys.

I can remember having a blast playing “Cantaloupe 
Island.” Thanks Jimi Lee and SPAH.

Winslow’s group at SPAH: When I saw it was Ca-
nadian folk music or music from the North Country I 

thought ok I’ll check it out. Wow what a surprise! The 
group had such great sound and Winslow’s playing 
was great. The sound between the violin and the har-
monica was superb. I wish I could have gotten all of 
the arrangers and orchestrators that write for film and 
TV in the room so they could hear the sound so they 
could start putting harmonica in more scores. Can’t 
wait for the CD.

SPAH chromatics and diatonics together: One big 
difference I noticed was chromatics and diatonics 
playing in the same jam sessions. Nobody cared, it’s 
all harmonicas now. How cool is that just playing 
music now. How sweet.

SPAH was a blast. At least 5 times better than the 
one I went to ten years ago. Too tired for detailed 
reports now but I’ll tell you there was a lot of magic 
at the Harmonica Love In.

Thanks for the memories of a wonderful SPAH
By Joe Leone

 So I’m driving the 916 miles home and during my 
19 or so hours on the road, I went over every mol-
ecule that I could remember. It then occurred to me 
that I need to thank some people. Well, the number 
came to over a hundred, so I had to cut it to a “clean” 
dozen. The rest of you know who you are and that I 
still love all of you too. To say I drove home high as a 
kite would be an understatement. 

Let me explain. 94 percent of the public has a de-
portment and behavior pattern that is par (average), 
Then there are three percent who are so laid back that 
it’s like they are on one sedative. Another 3 percent 
are so animated that it’s as if they are on one acceler-
ant. Well, I was one ABOVE par. I was so fired up. So 
here goes. I feel compelled to thank, in no particular 
order as they are all important:

1. Michael Rubin. For allowing an old man to slip 
into the “magnificent 6 + 1” on “Have You Met Miss 
Jones.” 

2. Mr. Tom (Stykeforce) Stryker. For inviting me to 
host the jazz jams. And Warren B. for having faith in 
me. 

3. Manfred Wewers. For letting me share what I 
know at my “Country Tuning + More” presentations. 
(with repeats lolol) 

4. Grant Osborne. For opening my eyes to dimin-
ished tuning and enduring lunch with me. AND the 
fabulous “Prize.” 

5. Tall Paul Davies. For inviting me to participate in 
the variety show. 

6. Todd Parrott. My “one to watch” this fest. (every 
fest I pick someone...for the last 30 some). :) 

7. Pat Bergeson. For his guitar work. And his lovely 
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wife Annie for vocals on “A Foggy Day.” 
8. Elizabeth Hess. Her seminar on timing has taught 

me to now be able to write my own arrangements. An 
epiphany. Sooo, now it’s time to crawl back into my 
shell and revert from 1 above par to 1 below par. See 
ya’all in Dallas. Be there or tear your hair...

SPAH offered many memorable moments
By David Fairweather

My most memorable moments at SPAH 2011 in-
cluded accepting the Award of Merit on behalf of my 
dear friend Michael Polesky, watching my new friend 
Roger Myerson join in his first EVER blues jam and 
deliver his first blues solo in front of Madcat and Bon-
figlio (on a Fourkey harp no less!), jamming Motown 
tunes in the key of E on my LeGato chromatic with 
Jimmy Gordon on his chromatic (Jimmy likes those 
sharp keys!) and comparing diminished with Fourkey 
at the bar with Grant Osborn.

1. Getting one-on-one “lessons” from Sam Fried-
man, Grant Osborne, Charles Spranklin, and Winslow 
Yerxa (just to name a few). Abundant opportunities 
to learn directly from the best is what makes SPAH so 
incredible.

2. Performing in front of an audience with the Four-
key diatonic at the Friday night jazz jam. That was the 
world public debut of Fourkey tuning and we got a 
nice round of applause, thank you!

3. Getting up early the next morning to co-present 
the “Introduction to Fourkey Tuning” seminar with 
Prof. Roger Myerson. The seminar was pretty well 
attended considering it was 9 a.m. Saturday morning! 
We had a nice PowerPoint presentation, which got 
cut a little short when we ran out of time, so I didn’t 
really get to talk about or demonstrate the LeGato 
Chromatic much, but anyone who wants to see the en-
tire presentation can find it here. http://home.comcast.
net/~rbmy/fourkeyintrod.pdf

4. As I said before, it was a blast to jam with Jimmy 
Gordon. He was playing his CX-12 in the key of E (he 
loves those sharp keys!) and I was playing the LeGato 
Chromatic on “My Girl” and “Isn’t She Lovely.” 
You can’t help but smile when JG is around. Thanks 
Jimmy!

5. So I’m hanging out for a bit on Saturday night 
with the legendary Will Scarlet. I show him the Four-
key diatonic tuning and he’s all ears and very compli-
mentary. Then I say to him, “So what’s this ‘Will Scar-
lett’ tuning, that’s listed on Overblow.Com?” He had 
no idea what I was talking about. But then he says, 
“I do have this one harp in my box that I tuned. It’s 
kind of different.” Will then proceeds to play me an 
almost indescribably exotic flowing solo with flavors 

of Middle Eastern, Indian, and Gypsy. Really beauti-
ful entrancing stuff that goes on for several minutes. 
It’s nothing like the bluesy stuff I usually hear him 
play. After the solo I ask him to play just the blow and 
draw chords and we both crack up laughing because 
the chords sound like they’re straight out of a 1950’s 
Suspense thriller where, as Will put it, “Something Re-
ally Awful is About to Happen!”

 I wish I had thought to figure out exactly what the 
notes were, but they weren’t just diminished chords, 
more like demented chords! The fact that Will could 
get such beautiful exotic music out of those chords is 
even more astounding to me.

6. Saturday night, of course was the banquet where 
I accepted the Merit Award for Michael Polesky, and 
watched great performances by Buddy Greene, Stan 
Harper and that fabulous harmonica quartet, Har-
monicamento, from Trossingen featuring Gerhard 
Muller and a trio of lovely, incredibly talented ladies. 
WOW! I’m sure someone else will fill in all the details 
but their technique was jaw dropping. I was impressed 
by the way even the ladies were able to cup their 
chromatics almost completely enclosing them. And in 
another example of how you can learn directly from 
the best at SPAH, after the show, I sat down with 
Gerhard and he showed me exactly how to hold my 
hands to get that cup!

7. After the show everyone was looking to jam. 
I ended up in a back corner near the vendor’s room 
with Slim Heilpern (who brought his iPad with iReal 
Book player for our accompaniment), Ron Kalina and 
several others who drifted in and out (sorry I can’t 
remember everyone’s name. I think Sam Friedman, 
Roger Myerson, Grant Osborne and several others.) 
Anyway, I wish Smokey Joe Leone had been there, 
because he had been wanting to hear me sing, and I 
got to sing several of my vocalese numbers like “Gro-
ovin’ High,” “Tin Tin Deo,” “Confirmation,” “April 
Skies,” “Star Eyes” and a bunch more. I can’t even 
begin to describe how much fun it was to hear these 
guys swingin’ behind me while I sang. 

As the evening came to a close I found myself trad-
ing fours on the Fourkey on the tune “Four” with 
four great chromatic players! I will always treasure 
that moment! So thank you SPAH and Tom Stryker 
and everyone else 
who helped put 
it all together. See 
you in Texas! jq

Phil Lloyd is a  
contributing editor 

to HH. He was  
contributing editor 

for American  
Harmonica News 
magazine, a news-
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copy editor. He 
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end color

t the 2011 Virginia Beach 
SPAH Convention, Clay 
Edwards, President of 
Hohner, U.S.A., present-

ed Klaus Stetter, Managing Direc-
tor of Hohner, Germany, with the 
actual chord harmonica Al Fiore 
(1922-1996) used to record the 
Harmionicats’ “Peg o’ my Heart.” 
The chord will be on display at 
Hohner in Richmond, Virginia and 
in the German Harmonica Mu-
seum in Trossingen, Germany. 

It should come as no surprise 
that Al Fiore gave Pete Pedersen 
(1925-2002) this specific chord. 
Pete’s long association with and 
contributions to the Harmonicats 
over the years have been well docu-
mented in Be of Good Cheer by his 
wife Jaine Rodack. She passed the 
historic chord, along with Pete’s 
documentation, on to Hohner 
(Easy Reeding Aug. 2011).

In 1947, in the hands of Al Fiore, 
that chord, a Hohner model #267, 
helped create a chart hit. “Peg o’ 
My Heart” by the Harmonicats 
was the number one hit on the 
Billboard list for over 20 weeks and 
sold more than a million records. 
Jerry Murad (1918-1996) on lead 
harmonica, Al Fiore on chord har-
monica and Don Les (1914-1994) 
on bass harmonica, were the trio 

that set the standard against which 
generations of future harmonica 
trios would measure themselves. 
Al Fiore set the standard for chord 
players and made the chord a 
“cool” instrument to play. 

However, when Al started play-
ing rhythms, he didn’t have a Hoh-
ner 267 chord. Initially in another 
group, the Harmonica Madcaps, Al 
played a chord that his uncle had 
made for him and “he was very 
good at that” according to Pete Ped-
ersen (43). Al’s homemade chord 
contained an assortment of Vinetas 
(the six-chorded Polyphonia IV) 
and chromatic harmonicas. It filled 
the rhythmic void until he could get 
a real chord, a used one for $35.00 
according to Al Smith’s Confessions 
of Harmonica Addicts (75).

In the days before the chord, 
harmonica players provided their 
own rhythmic accompaniment. 
The basic, Richter-tuned diatonic 
harmonica was designed specifi-
cally to produces chords, as well 
as single notes. The harmonica 
was indeed a solo instrument. John 
Steinbeck described it perfectly in 
The Grapes of Wrath:

A harmonica is easy to carry. 
Take it out of your hip pocket, 
knock it against your palm to 
shake out the dirt and pocket 

fuzz and bits of tobacco. Now 
it’s ready. You can do anything 
with a harmonica: thin reedy 
single tone, or chords, or melo-
dy with rhythm chords.” (418)

But, as always, change was com-
ing. The Empire Tobacco Co. of 
Montreal, Quebec, started giving 
out prizes for returned “Snowshoe 
Tags,” found in its Bob’s Chewing 
Tobacco products in 1901. For 500 
tags you could receive a “Harp-o-
Chord or a mouth harp with zither 
accompaniment” (The Globe and 
Mail 9.21: 16). The Harp-o-Chord, 
basically a box-like stringed harp 
with a slot into which a harmonica 
is inserted, and the Harp-Zither 
(into which a harmonica was also 
inserted), were both invented in 
this time period by Carl Brown of 
Columbus, Ohio, whose occupa-
tion was listed as inventor (Toron-
to Star 10.4). 

You could still purchase a Har-
mo-Chord (new name, same instru-
ment) at Whaley, Royce & Co., To-
ronto, in 1943 for $8.75 (TS 12.15: 
7). At the 2009 SPAH convention 
in Sacramento, Bruce Kurnow at-
tached his diatonic harmonica to a 
full upright stringed harp. Was this 
the new Harp-o-Harp?

The 1906 Hohner catalogue 
introduced the Accompanola, “a 

The sTaTe of The chord
Past, present and future.

A
By Manfred Wewers
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Field in Harmonica, Harps and 
Heavy Breathers as the “the first 
chord player on the very first chord 
harmonica that was sent over from 
Europe” (56).

Already available to the chugger 
in 1934 was the Vineta, which the 
1934 Hohner Catalogue describes 
as Band (Orchester) Harmonica 
IV, a six-chord instrument with 
accompanying bass notes (9). By 
1938, the Vineta is available in the 
German Hohner catalogue in sev-
eral keys at a cost of 4.60 Reichs-

claimed, 
“because of 
Fuzzy’s original 
style of playing (chug-
ging) the concept of the 
chord harmonica and/or 
rhythmic accompaniment came 
into being” (182). When Fuzzy 
finally got a 267 chord, many tell 
the story that he didn’t like it and 
cut it up into smaller pieces.  

Mike Chimes (1914-1984), 
another early member of the 
Harmonica Rascals, worked with 
Hohner in the 1920s and 30s to 
develop the chord harmonica, 
according to Krampert (61). The 
two-foot long, #267 model with 
384 reeds and 48 chords on two 
tiers, would became the standard 
chord. It did take a few more years 
before the chord layout on the 
instrument became standardized. 
When Dick Gardner was doing 
harmonica repairs for the Cats, Al 
Fiore was still playing a “reverse 
layout” model. He got six at a time 
from Hohner at about $80.00 each 
(Smith 84).

Sam Scheckter (d. 1995), 
member of the Harmonica Harle-
quins (formed in 1934) and Mike 
Chimes’ friend, is credited by Kim 

Mouth Organ with full Accordion 
accompaniment, enabling the most 
unskilled player to produce the 
suitable basses and chords with-
out the use of the tongue.” Special 
interior air channels, fitted with the 
auto-valve devise, sound the bass 
and chord reeds, while playing the 
melody on the main reeds. I did 
not find this “to do it justice you 
must play it” instrument in subse-
quent catalogues (50).

Peter Krampert, in his Encyclo-
pedia of the Harmonica, describes 
the 1920s as the era of harmonica 
soloists and groups. During the lat-
ter part of this era, Hohner began 
to develop orchestral instruments 
such as the chord, bass and poly-
phonia to back up those lead play-
ers (61). “There are more than 45 
professional harmonica players in 
vaudeville, some of whom receive 
over $450 a week salary,” accord-
ing to the 1928 booklet Harmonica 
Bands for Boys and Girls (15). 

Borrah Minevitch (1904-1955) 
formed the Harmonica Rascals in 
1927. Fuzzy Feldman (1911-2001), 
an early member of the group, 
provided the rhythm by playing a 
number of different keyed Hohner 
Autovalve diatonic harmonicas. 
Pete Pedersen, who had a long pro-
fessional relationship with Fuzzy, 

Al Fiore’s 267 chord.
Photo courtesy of Hohner 

Manfred Wewers 
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marks, a little more than $1.00 (4). 
Bob Bauer (1937-2001), the Cats 
chord player in 1985, started his 
chord career on a Vineta (Smith 
94). So did Manny Smith (b. 1921) 
of Stagg McMann before he got his 
$50.00 Hohner chord (Smith 113). 

Was someone predicting a 
shortage of harmonicas in the near 
future? Standard Oil, a U.S. firm, 
accepted 40 million Hohner har-
monicas in lieu of German marks. 
With the U.S. market absorbing 
5 to 6 million annually, and the 
Canadian market, a half million, it 
would take seven to eight years to 
deplete the supply (TS 8.2.1936: 
43). In Rogues’ Gallery, by Mi-
chael Gross, a book about the Met-
ropolitan Museum, this fact was 
again mentioned. An artist, George 
Barnard, thought to be a little mad, 
had written and asked John D. 
Rockefeller Jr., if the “Standard Oil 
Co. possess[ed] millions of har-
monicas and want[ed] them given 
as prizes to boys and girls who can 
imitate songs of birds” (168).

In 1937 Alan Pogson (1915-
2006) played the chromatic har-
monica with Johnny O’Brien’s 
Hi-Hats. Sam Blanco was the 
chord player who “played chords 
on several small harmonicas” as 
the chord (Hohner 267), “still 
[being] a very new instrument…
was not widely used at the time.” 
Al Smith’s book mentions that 
Harry Halicki already had one 
when playing with the Philhar-
monicas in 1937 (56), and contains 
a photo of the Cappy Barra Har-
monica Ensemble from the 1938 
movie Mad About Music in which 
the 267 chord is very visible (5). 
When Alan Pogson took over the 
chord duties for the Hi-Hats in 
1939 and worked out his “Peg o’ 
my Heart” solo, he did so, on a 
Hohner 267 chord (56). However, 
the 1939 Hohner catalogue only 
offered the Vineta to the U.S. mar-
ket (16). Also advertised were the 

double bass harmonicas, the 264 
at $248.00 per dozen and the 265 
at $350.00 per dozen (18-9). The 
267 chord is not yet listed. Finally, 
when the 1941 New York Hohner 
dealers’ price list came out, it con-
tained the Polyphonia IV (Vineta) 
for $6.00 or $43.00 per dozen, the 
265 Bass for $30.00 or $220.00 
per dozen and the 267 chord for 
$65.00 or 480.00 per dozen. 

Joseph Lederfine patented the 
Harmonichord in 1941 in the U.S. 
It was designed to play a wider 
range of chords by blowing into 
a mouthpiece and depressing keys 
or covering finger holes. The finger 
hole version that went into produc-
tion was endorsed by Eddie Man-
son and sold for $2.00. The price 
soon dropped to 59 cents (Trumpet 
Call 11.2: 3).

Alan Pogson joined the Harmon-
ica Rascals in 1943 and his “Peg o’ 
my Heart” chord solo became part 
of the act. When he left the Rascals 
in 1944, he taught the chord solo to 
his replacement Al Fiore. When Al 
left the Rascals and joined Jerry and 
Don to form the Harmonicats in 
1944, the chord solo went with him 
and the rest is harmonica history.

Ray Tankersley (1921-2008), an 
original Harmonica Rascal, also 
provided rhythm for them by play-
ing diatonic and Autovalve harps 
in the 1940s. “Borrah would not 
allow anyone to play a harmonica 
bigger than the one Johnny played-
so the chord harmonica could not 
be used” (Smith 221). In 1944 Al 
Smith bought his first chord for 
$150.00 but it did not arrive until 
WWII ended (252). Al joined the 
Rascals in 1954.

In 1947, the Sgro Brothers got 
their first 267 chord for $90.00. 
Dominic started playing it, but 
then handed it over to his brother 
Tony who has been playing chord 
ever since (Smith 155). We sadly 
missed the Sgro Brothers at the 
2011 SPAH convention due to an 

injury Dominic sustained. They 
received the Pete Pedersen Lifetime 
Achievement Award in 2004. 

By 1951 the harmonica had 
made it to the little screen—televi-
sion—and the big chord harmonica 
was in the spotlight. The Har-
monicats appeared on the Toast of 
the Town, which became The Ed 
Sullivan Show, five times (Jan. 28, 
1951, Jun. 1, 1952, Feb. 1, 1953, 
Nov. 29, 1953 and Mar. 21, 1954). 
The Harmonicaires, with Pete 
Pedersen and Fuzzy Feldman, ap-
peared three times (Mar. 23, 1952, 
Sept. 5, 1954 and Dec. 26, 1954). 
Jimmy and Mildred Mulcay (Jul. 
27,1958) and the Harmonichords 
(Mar. 15, 1959) also performed for 
Ed (TV.Com). 

The Colgate Comedy Hour, 
hosted by Herb Shriner, another 
harmonica player, featured Borrah 
Minevitch’s Harmonica Rascals on 
June 8, 1952 and again, on Oct. 
31, 1954 (Davidson). When The 
Steve Allen Show switched to color 
in 1957, one of the first guests was 
Johnny Puleo and his Harmonica 
Gang (TS 9.28: 29). I saw that 
show on Oct. 6, 1957. They also 
appeared on the Perry Como Show 
on November 30, 1957, and again 
on April 12,1958 (TS 11.23.1957: 
22). By the end of the 1950s, there 
were 60 million television sets in 
the U.S. (Harrison 62). The 1950s 
were good years for harmonica 
groups. A lot of people saw them.

The 1951 German Hohner 
catalogue lists the Vineta, the 267 
chord, and the Orchester (Poly-
phonia) VIII, the three-tiered chord 
with bass notes, all on the same 
catalogue page (6). And the Har-
monetta makes an appearance (10). 
All the chord instruments are now 
readily available in Germany. Bob 
Herndon got his first Harmonetta 
in 1956 for $100.00 (Harmonica 
Happenings 45.1: 14). Bob re-
ceived a SPAH Award of Special 
Merit in 2007. Richie Miller, who 
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spent over 20 years with Paul 
Baron’s Harmonica Rascals, played 
the Harmonetta. Douglas Tate 
(1934-2005), former SPAH Presi-
dent, competed in the 1957 Lux-
embourg World Harmonica Con-
test, in the Harmonetta category.  

In Toronto, in 1953, Hough and 
Kohler sold the Vineta for $12.00 
(8), the 265 Bass for $75.00 and 
the 267 Chord for $150.00. The 
description for the 267 states it is 
“to be used for chord accompani-
ment only and [is] not intended 
for solo playing” (9). Luckily, not 
a lot of chord players read this. 
You could still purchase a diatonic 
harmonica for 20 cents in 1953. 
But, it was the era of the harmon-
ica trio and as a result, chromatic 
and orchestral harmonicas were in 
vogue and demand. The 1957 Brit-
ish Hohner catalogue devotes an 
entire page to all the chording har-
monicas with the 267 chord, called 
the Accorda, listed at 19 British 

pounds, or about $53.00 (7).
The 1970 Hough and Kohler of 

Toronto, Hohner catalogue lists 
another innovation, the Rhythm 
and Blues, “a six chord harmonica 
that provides a new kind of blues 
background” (11). There are two 
models at $22.50 (1975), the C1 
with C/Bb, F/Eb and G7/F7 chords 
and the FII with F/Dm, Gm/C7 
and Bb/G7 chords. The Vineta at 
$25.00 (1975) and the 267 chord 
at $272.00 (1975) are listed, but 
the Polyphonia VIII and the Har-
monetta have already disappeared.

Also making an appearance 
is the Chordomonica, invented 
by Cham-Ber Huang to provide 
“a greater range of chords.” Its 
built-in chord structure eliminates 
discord. The two models, the 
Chordomonica I at $27.50 (1975) 
with one slide and the Chordo-
monica II at $37.00 (1975) with 
two slides were available in the 
keys of A,C,E,F and G (15).  By 

1985 both the Rhythm and Blues 
and Chordomonica harmonicas 
have disappeared from the Hohner 
catalogues.

Unlike the diatonic, chromatic 
or even the bass, the chord har-
monica has made few inroads 
into other musical genres. Peter 
Krampert pointed out (Jul. 26/99) 
that The Beatles Anthology 2 CD 
contains “a lovely picture of John 
Lennon and George Harrison play-
ing bass and chord harmonicas…
in the studio” recording “Being for 
the Benefit of Mr. Kite” for the Sgt. 
Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band 
album (Capitol: 653.1967). They 
used the chord and bass again later 
in 1967 on “Fool on the Hill” 
which is on Magical Mystery Tour 
(Capitol: 2835). 

Peter Townsend of The Who 
introduced his fans to the joy of 
the 267 chord on the 2006 DVD 
Who’s Better, Who’s Best. The 
1972 song “Join Together” fea-
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tures Peter on the chord on two 
occasions. He doesn’t miss a beat 
switching back to the guitar. Our 
dear friend and chord player Al 
Smith doesn’t miss a beat either 
when he performs The Who’s 
Overture from “Tommy” on In 

Action (HS: 0396.1996). The 
Hotshots are one of the few groups 
who venture away from the tra-
ditional trio material to perform 
music from other genres. They 
seamlessly switch from “Peg o’ 
my Heart” to the “Cantina Band” 
from Star Wars on their CD Har-
monica Fever (NRC: 2001).

The Dave McKelvy Trio, with 
Dave (1938-2006) on lead, Danny 
Wilson on bass and Michael Bur-
ton on chord, were in my opin-
ion, one of the hottest and most 
energized trios ever to perform at 
a SPAH convention. They rarely 
strayed from the standards, but 
Michael Burton did get to play the 
chord on “Moondance,” Van Mor-
rison’s 1970 hit, which the Dave 
McKelvy Trio recorded on Live 
From Boulevard Music (Major: 
004.1999).

At the 2009 Sacramento SPAH 
Convention, I noticed that Jason 
Ricci was “hanging out” with chord 
players like Buddy Boblink and Wal-
ly Peterman. Jason used the chord on 
the CD Done with the Devil (Elec-
tro Groove: 505.2009). The song 
“Enlightenment,” not only features 
Jason on chord, but also Todd Ed-
munds on the bass harmonica.  

SPAH has officially recognized 
chord players since 1992, when 
Al Fiore received the Bernie Bray 
Player of the Year Award. He was 
followed by Al Smith in 1994 and 
by Buddy Boblink in 2004. This 
year, Al Smith had the unique dis-

tinction of also receiving the Pete 
Pedersen Lifetime Achievement 
Award. It wasn’t just because he is 
a chord player; that barely scratch-
es the surface of his contributions 
to the harmonica community.

I presented a seminar at this 
year’s convention entitled “The 
State of the Chord.” To prepare, I 
contacted Hohner, Germany, and 
Gerhard Muelller, Product Man-
ager (as well as member of Har-
monicamento), informed me that 
for the last few decades, Hohner 
has been producing between 350-
500 267 chords per year, of which 
70% stays in the European market 
and 30% is exported to the U.S., 
which includes 10% for the Ca-
nadian market. I don’t know how 
many chords the other manufactur-
ers, such as Hering, Huang, Swan, 
Suzuki and more, have added to 
the U.S. market. Unfortunately, 
the numbers are declining, for a 
variety of reasons including initial 
and maintenance costs, size of the 
instrument, “coolness” factor, lack 
of instructors, difficulty to learn 
and opportunity to play.  

The good news is “Peg o’ my 
Heart” by the Harmonicats is still 
selling, with over 20 million copies 

to date (Field 64). And, it is being 
recorded by other artists. Recently, 
Rob Paparozzi, recipient of the 
2009 Bernie Bray Award, did his 
version on the Etruscan Soul CD 
(2009).

At the 2011 SPAH convention, 
Canadian Dr. John P. Schaman, the 
Harmonica MD, introduced the 
diatonic chord, a medical harmon-
ica, manufactured for him by Sey-
del. This compact instrument plays 
eight well-chosen chords, ideal for 
pulmonary exercises and creating 
rhythms. It can also be used for 
non-medical purposes; you don’t 
need a prescription.

As an aside, a harmonica manu-
facturer in Saxony, Germany, 
produced the Coronetta, a British-
designed eight-chord harmonica 
to specifically play “God Save the 
King” (TC 4.3: 6). It’s a collector’s 
item and probably healthy to play.

Technically, the 267 chord has 
advanced beyond its 48-chord 
limit. The techniques of splitting 
chords and tongue blocking cer-
tain notes have created chords that 
were previously unrealized. Maybe, 
one day, chord harmonicas will 
become custom-tuned, just like the 
diatonic harmonicas and no genre 
of music will be safe!

Diatonic players, such as Paul 
Davies, James Conway and oth-
ers, are proponents of using and 
featuring the chording and rhyth-
mic capability of the diatonic 
harmonica in their music. Michael 
Rubin has been putting in time on 
the Harmonetta and it certainly 
shows. Those pesky chords are 
even being snuck into the Bluegrass 
jam sessions. 

Along with brand new chords, 
there are a lot of good, barely used 
chords, on the secondary market. 
So, if you can’t or don’t want to 
spend a lot of money, you still have 
options. Try one, you might like it. 
The chord’s future depends on it!

“The 267 chord has 
advanced beyond its 

48-chord limit”
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The William Rosebush  
YouTh ouTReach PRogRam Fund

Young harmonica players are the future of SPAH, and we have 
received a thoughtful gift that supports this vital part of SPAH’s 
mission. You can help support this mission by making additional 
gifts (details below).

 
William H. “Commish” Rosebush was a longtime supporter 

of SPAH, and a familiar, genial face at many SPAH conventions. 
Following his unexpected death earlier this year, his daughter 
Rachel has established the William Rosebush Youth Outreach 
Fund with a donation of a portion of his estate to SPAH, and has 
directed that it be used “for youth and harmonica.”

As a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization, SPAH is bound to use 
the gift for the donor’s stated purpose, with further details of that 
use yet to be decided.

We would like to grow this fund to one that could support 
youth and harmonica on an ongoing basis. For that purpose, we 
are requesting additional donations to the fund. To donate to the 
fund, please send a check, made out to SPAH, to: P.O. Box 865, 
Troy, MI 48099-0865. Note on the check that you would like it 
to go to the William Rosebush Youth Outreach Fund. You can 
also donate online: visit our website, www.spah.org and look for 
the William Rosebush Youth Outreach Fund. Your donation may 
be tax deductible.

Help bring bring a new generation  
of harmonica players to SPAH!

If you have any questions, please contact SPAH President, Tom 
Stryker: tstryker1@gmail.com / (775) 853-5118.

William Rosebush with his grandson

Addendum
Wouldn’t you know it! No soon-

er had my article, “The Politics of 
the Harmonica,” been published 
in HH when Murphy’s Law, that 
old adage, struck again. No mat-
ter how much research and digging 
you do, invariably someone brings 
another story or two that should 
have been included.

This year marks Ronald Rea-
gan’s 100th birthday and to cel-
ebrate it, Washington is displaying 
some of his personal possessions, 
including his harmonica. Accord-
ing to a report in the Los Angeles 
Times, it was presented to him by 
the Director of the Marine Band. 
Reagan played only one song, 
“Red River Valley” (8.17.2011).

Our dear friend, Robert Bonfi-
glio, who performed his classical 
magic for us at this year’s conven-
tion, has had a presidential en-
counter. In September 1993 and 
September 1994, Robert recorded 
Bonfiglio Live at the Grand Can-
yon (High Harmony: HHCD 
1003.1994) at the Grand Canyon 
Music Festival in Grand Can-
yon National Park. It appropri-
ately includes a song called “Deep 
Canyon Blues.” So, in September 
1996, when President Bill Clinton 
(1993-2001), a Democrat and a 
saxophone player, showed up with 
some other Cabinet members to 
dedicate Utah lands to the National 
Parks Service, who better to per-
form there than Robert Bonfiglio. 
According to Robert, he used the 
microphone on the Presidential Po-
dium to perform presidentially (if 
there is such a word). Afterwards 
he got to “hang out” with Robert 
Redford. So why isn’t Redford, 
with that western cowboy image, a 
harmonica player? 

By the way it took Clinton until 
January 11, 2000 before these 
lands were officially made a part of 
the National Parks system. jq
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Jerry Murad’s Harmonicats are 
regarded as one of the most in-
fluential harmonica groups in the 
history of the instrument, thanks 
in large part to their 1947 chart-
topper, “Peg O’ My Heart.” The 
Pete Pedersen arrangement (of that 
song) was similar to one he had 
written for Borrah Minevitch’s 
Harmonica Rascals a few years 
earlier. As the story goes, Rascals 
star Johnny Puleo heard a fel-
low named Alan Pogson playing 
the song on his chord harmonica 
backstage. He liked what he heard 
and asked Pedersen, who was the 
group’s leader and arranger at the 
time, to come up with an arrange-
ment featuring the instrument. 
Murad and Fiore eventually left the 
Rascals to form the Harmonicats 
with Don Les. When, in 1947, the 
Cats decided to record the tune, 
Jerry Murad called upon Pedersen 
to write a similar arrangement for 
the trio, with chord player Al Fiore 
on lead. In March of 1947 they 
recorded Pedersen’s arrangement 
of “Peg O’ My Heart.” Less than 
three months later it was the best 
selling record in the United States.

Twenty years after “Peg’s” re-
lease, Pedersen, who had gone on 
to enjoy a successful solo career, 

joined Murad and Fiore as the 
third “Cat” on their 1967 six-week 
Far Eastern tour. As chronicled in 
Pete’s journal—much of which can 
be found in Be of Good Cheer: 
Memories of Harmonica Legend 
Pete Pedersen by Jaine Rodack—
shortly before they were to return 

home Fiore gave Pedersen one of 
his most prized possessions. A 
small note in Pete’s journal says 
simply, “Al gave me his chord.” It 
was the very chord Fiore had used 
to play ”Peg O’ My Heart” on that 
famous 1947 recording session.

Over time, the Harmonicats’ 
version of “Peg O’ My Heart” has 
taken on an iconic status, just as 
Pedersen’s arrangement has become 
a staple in the repertoire of har-
monica groups and chord players 
everywhere. Today, Fiore’s chord 
takes its rightful place among Hoh-
ner’s most treasured historically-
significant musical instruments.

...Clay Edwards, President of 
Hohner, Inc., explains how Hoh-
ner came to reacquire the ac-
tual chord harmonica: “Ms. Jaine 
Rodack, who was Pete Pedersen‘s 
wife, mentioned to Tom Stryker 
(President of Society for the Pres-

ervation and Advancement of the 
Harmonica) that Al had given the 
harmonica to Pete and that it was 
time she found it a new home. Tom 
was aware of the harmonica, itssig-
nificance, and its relationship with 
Hohner and he graciously called 
me about it. We made contact with 

Jaine and the process started. Pete 
was a tremendous historian of the 
harmonica and left mention of the 
harmonica in his journal as well 
as on a hand written and signed 
note found with the harmonica 
inside of the case. This is indeed 
the harmonica used by Al Fiore to 
record “Peg o’My Heart” (Mer-
cury Records -- originally Vitacous-
tic Records catalog number 1), the 
song which spent 21 weeks atop 
the Billboard charts starting April 
18, 1947 and sold well over a mil-
lion records by 1950.” “Hohner’s 
intention is to memorialize the 
work of the Harmonicats as well as 
pay tribute to Pete Pedersen with-
out whose efforts as a historian of 
the harmonica, this would not be 
possible. Hohner will be creating 
an exhibit surrounding the har-
monica and its history for display 
in the U.S. at Hohner, Inc. as well 
as in Trossingen Germany at the 
Deutsche Harmonica Museum.” jq

By Jaine Rodack

story excerpted from Easy Reeding, 
August 2011, courtesy of Hohner, Inc.

secUrING 
The 
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chord

Manfred Stöhr and Klaus Stetter of Hohner Inc. receiving Al Fiore’s chord 
and an original recording of “Peg O’ My Heart.”  photo by Danielle Bradley



Come to the 
Garden State Harmonica Festival!

The GSHC Presents its 39th Festival, November 3-5  
(Additional Nov.2 kick-off at Trumpets Jazz Club )
Ramada Hotel and Conference Center
130 Route 10 West, East Hanover, NJ 07936

Lots of seminars/workshops; open mic; jazz, blues 
and bluegrass jams, harmonica repair, New Har-
monica vendor; SUZUKI display w.Daron Stinton; 
3 great evening shows,Sat. Matinee; Cocktail hour 
(cash bar); delicious Sat.eve.Buffet gala show, raffles 
and awards.

Featuring performers: Rob Paparozzi, Robert Bonfiglio, Stan Harper, GSHC Ensemble, The Sgro Bros.,  
Al and Judy Smith, Hal Walker, The Melody Men, 17 North Band, Chris Bauer, George Miklas,  

Phil Caltabellotta (The HarpBeats), Charles Spranklin, AJ Fedor, Ken Korb, Danny G, The Harmaniacs,  
Bob McFarlane, Rhonda Schuster, Gary Mettler, Giovanni Volini and for the first time: legendary guitarist 

Bucky Pizzarelli, with bass player Jerry Bruno and Enrico Granafei on harmonica!

Special hotel GSHC reduced rates of $82 plus tax  
(includes hot buffet breakfast daily)
For reservations call: (973) 386-5622
Visit: www.ramadaeasthanover.com and
www.gardenstateharmonicaclub.org for more details

$125 3 day ticket package purchased by Oct.27th
$135 at door (daily options available)
Mail check made out to GSHC to: Phil Caltabellotta,
PO Box 192, Tomkins Cove, NY 10986
or pay by credit card with Danny G (330) 322-9625)
Or visit: www.newharmonica.com

Email: gshcsunshine@aol.com or call: (914) 357- 5374 with any questions.  
Check our website for more info on seminars and performers. Hope to see you there!
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WHEN WE MADE THE FIRST HARMONICA WITH STAINLESS STEEL REEDS
5 YEARS AGO, WE THOUGHT OF ALL THE PLAYERS, WHO WERE TIRED OF
BORING SOUNDS AND BROKEN REEDS. OUR NEW STEEL REEDS LAST
UP TO 5 TIMES LONGER THAN CONVENTIONAL BRASS REEDS – OUR
CLIENTS’ SATISFACTION LASTS EVEN MORE.

NOW WE AGAIN OFFER A NEW HARMONICA WHICH WILL GIVE YOU MUCH
MORE MUSICAL POSSIBILITIES AND A LOT MORE FUN. AND THE BEST
PART IS, THE INSTRUMENT COSTS LESS THAN YOU MIGHT THINK.
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CD Review

In a Yulet ide Groove
Chris Bauer Comes Home for Christmas

I start playing Christmas 
music the day after Thanksgiv-
ing, every year, and it keeps 
playing until all the day after 
Christmas.  And every year 
since about 1998 I’ve made a 
mix CD of Christmas music for 
my family and friends for the 
holidays. I take the whole affair 
pretty seriously, selecting just 
the right blend of the traditional 
and the unexpected. I have hun-
dreds of holiday songs, but one 
thing I don’t have much of is 
harmonica music: a little Stevie 
Wonder, a little Norton Buf-
falo, some Sonny Boy, but that’s 
about it. I’ve been sorely lacking 
in the jazz harmonica depart-
ment. Enter Chris Bauer and In 
a Yuletide Groove. 

Bauer is a life-long harmonica 
player, having begun playing at 
the age of nine, at his father’s 
knee. He started out playing in 
trios, like his father, but has put 
out a few jazz albums in recent 
years including Straight Ahead 
and How High the Moon.  

His latest, which will be 
available soon,—just in time for 
post-Thanksgiving festivities—
has just what I like: the right 
mix of the traditional and the 
unexpected. The songs are all 
ones you’ll know well (though 
I thought the selection of “Feliz 
Navidad” was a slightly unex-
pected twist) but Bauer’s treat-
ment of each tune keeps each 
one of these old chestnuts fresh. 

Bauer’s general approach is 
to start each tune off reverently 
with a pitch-perfect intro, but 
most of them takes off from 
there in their own inventive 
direction. Tracks like “Win-
ter Wonderland,” “Frosty the 
Snowman” and “We Three 
Kings” have a nice strong 
swing. Others, like “God Rest 
Ye Merry Gentlemen” and 
“Favorite Things” have a faster, 
more aggressive jazz flavor to 
them. “The Christmas Song” 
and “Christmastime is Here” 
are slow, delicate ballads, per-
fect for a hushed moment by 
the fire. “Rudolf the Red-Nosed 
Reindeer” and “Let it Snow” 
have a light, fun quality. And 
special guest Rob Paparozzi 
brings his usunique vocal style  
and some wonderfully wail-

ing diatonic to “Santa Claus is 
Comin’ to Town.” Chris’ wife 
Patty provides keyboard backup 
on a reverent “Ave Maria.”

Bauer’s tone is strong 
throughout, and his use of the 
harmonica is multi-faceted: 
clear single notes, big-sounding 
octaves, fast runs and long, slow 
vibratos, it’s all here. He even 
uses a little multi-track magic 
to provide his own 4-part har-
mony in a few places. Overall, 
his playing, and the chang-
ing instrumentation and styles 
throughout the album make a 
for n record that never gets stale 
(hey, no easy task when you’re 
playing Christmas music!).  

 In a Yuletide Groove will def-
initely be a part of my Christ-
mas mix this year. jq

By JP Pagán

Track List:
  1) Winter Wonderland
  2) Feliz Navidad
  3) I’ll Be Home for Christmas
  4) Frosty the Snowman
  5) Christmastime is Here
  6) God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen
  7) Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer
  8) Home for the Holidays
  9) We Three Kings
10) The Christmas Song
11) Let it Snow
12) My Favorite Things
13) White Christmas
14) O Tannenbaum
15) Santa Claus is Comin’ to Town
16) Ave Maria
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CLIENTS’ SATISFACTION LASTS EVEN MORE.
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The Name You Know

See the entire line of Suzuki Harmonicas at

www.suzukimusic.com/harmonicas

M-20   Suzuki 10 Hole Diatonic

Billy Branch

Grégoire Maret

SUZUKI HARMONICAS
New. Unique. Different. Innovative.
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